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IBPYP Exhibition
This term, our Year 6 students showcased their IB Primary Years Programme (IBPYP) 
exhibition with a central theme of: Depending on their choices and actions, people 
can make an impact on the world. This was a culmination of the IBPYP programme 
where students demonstrate the critical thinking and research skills and IB Learner 
Profile attributes that they have developed throughout the Primary Years Programme.
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Welcome from the Head of School, 
Mrs. Alison Cobbin
Welcome to our Spring edition of the Dwight London magazine.

As you look through this issue of our magazine, you will see we 
have had another jam-packed term here at Dwight. Our students 
have been out on residential trips from as near as 6 miles, when 
our Year 4 students stayed at Moat Mount in Barnet, to as far away 
as 5,700 miles when our talented musicians jetted off to Shanghai 
for their annual global concert. Our students have also enjoyed 
trips to Flatford Mill in Suffolk, for the Year 5 residential, the Hague, 
for the Model United Nations (MUN) conference, to Luxembourg for 
the Global Issues Network conference and to Berlin, for our annual 
Choir Festival exchange programme.

One of my favourite things about this term is that we get to 
celebrate our students’ passion for learning at so many special 
events. In February I had the privilege of attending our M5 (Year 
11) students’ Personal Project Evening. This was the culmination 
of our students’ learning over the IB Middle Years Programme and 
it was fantastic to see how they had put their critical and creative thinking skills to use and how 
they had developed strategies for research and communication. I was then delighted by our D2 
(Year 13) IB Art students at their final exhibition. It was fabulous to see how our students used 
their creativity and imagination to express how important it is to look after our world. The Year 6 
students did not disappoint either, they showcased their learning through their IB Primary Years 
Exhibition. It was awe-inspiring to see them demonstrate their critical thinking and research skills 
as well as the attributes from the IB Learner Profile. I am so proud of them all.

Our Dwight Global annual concert took on a new twist this year as we headed to Shanghai rather 
than New York. It was a truly fabulous experience for students and staff alike as we got to explore 
such an interesting city whilst preparing for what was one of the best concerts I have experienced. 
Our Dwight London students stood out from the crowd with their amazing musical compilation.

We have spent much time consolidating our Alumni Programme over the past year and making 
sure we regularly keep in touch with students who have moved on to university and beyond. This 
has allowed us to really tap into some of the skills our alumni have to benefit our current students. 
This term we have welcomed back two of the class of 2008; one held a great workshop for our M1 
(Year 7) students on Mathematics and the other a really interesting Biology workshop for our D1 
(Year 12) students. I also recommend you take a look at our Life After Dwight section on page 26 
and 27 to catch up with more news from our Alumni. 

I was very excited to receive an invitation from our younger students to join them at Forest School 
this term. I had a wonderful morning exploring the forest with them and joining in with their team 
building games. I was really impressed with the programme and am delighted that we are now 
able to extend the opportunities to our Year 3 students with a view to rolling it out in the older 
years in the near future. I cannot wait for my next invitation!

Finally, I would like to draw your attention to our community section starting on page 16. The level 
of commitment from our students for their community projects are an inspiration to us all. 

I wish you all a restful Spring Break, and I look forward to seeing you all in Term 3.

Kind regards

Alison Cobbin
Head of School
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IBMYP Personal 
Project Exhibition

In February, our M5 (Year 11) students had the privilege of presenting their IB Middle 
Years Programme (IBMYP) Personal Projects! This long-term project is designed 
as an independent learning experience and formally assesses students’ skills for 
self-management, research, communication, critical and creative thinking, and 
collaboration! The night was a celebration of a long journey for our students and 
allowed them to showcase what they have accomplished. Well done to all!
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Personalised Learning
Igniting the Spark of Genius in every child

Experimental Theatre with D2
In February, our D2 (Year 13) IB Theatre 
students took to the stage to perform their 
drama solos. These were experimental 
plays inspired by leading practitioners, but 
written and performed by the students.
Portia’s play, called Piece of Mind explored 
the emotional changes after having a stroke. 
Carla’s piece, entitled Frames followed 
three aspects of a young girl’s emotional 
development, and Costanza’s performance, 
The End is Approaching, was a physical 
symbolist drama. Ion was influenced by Boal 
and his theory on Newspaper Theatre and 
it challenged the audience to think about 
how society deals with power and abuse: it was called Welcome to the Circus. The penultimate 
performance by Serena was an Artaud inspired exploration of fear named Embody Me and used 
the actor/audience shared experience. The final play of the evening was called Catharsis and 
was presented by Eleonore in the Grotowskian style, using the techniques of Poor Theatre and 
the piece asked the audience to question what they should say to someone they are supposed 
to love but have never met.
The audience were extremely helpful, as they filled in the questionnaires after each play, which 
enabled the students to gauge the impact of their work. Well done to our performers.

Murder in the Red Barn
The Arts are really important in developing the confidence  
that will carry our students through university and their 
future careers. When our D1 (Year 12) students took on 
the daunting task of performing the melodrama, Murder 
in the Red Barn by Maria Marten, they delivered an 
exceptional play. Using feedback from the audience, they 
were able to reflect on their performance which showed 
how they are continuously improving their skills and how 
their confidence is growing day by day. Well done to our 
D1 Theatre Students!

The Greatest Show
Our students in the Upper and Lower School are 
fortunate to have the opportunity to participate in the 
Young Voices concert at the O2. This is always an 
amazing night where our students get to meet peers 
from all across the UK and collaborate in a huge choir. 
This year they sang many wonderful songs from The 
Greatest Showman and it was indeed the greatest 
show. What a wonderful evening!
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Lower School Music Recitals
In March, our Lower School musicians showcased their  
talents. Over 40 children participated playing guitar, piano, 
drums and featuring monologues and singing! These 
were two wonderful mornings with the students taking 
risks and showing what is achieved through hardwork and 
determination! Well done to our musicians!

Jolly Postal Worker 
visits The Lodge
As part of the ‘People Who Help Us’ Unit of Inquiry in The 
Lodge, we had a lovely visit from a postal worker who read us a 
wonderful story called The Jolly Postman! This is an interactive 
children’s book which follows an unnamed mail carrier as he 
delivers letters by bicycle to characters from traditional children’s 
stories. This helped our Early Years students understand what 
postal workers do and allowed them to spend the rest of the 
week role-playing how to deliver post!!

Wild Science
Year 1 had a visit this term from Wild Science, a group who specialise in animal education 
workshops. This gave our students a unique opportunity to engage with a variety of animals 
including a python, a white tree frog, an African hedgehog, a millipede and a lionhead rabbit. 
The students were able to hold the animals and learn all about their features and needs. The 
experience helped to deepen their understanding of the concepts of Form (What is it like?) and 
Responsibility (What are our responsibilities towards living things?), allowing them to link this 
with their Unit of Inquiry, ‘Sharing the Planet’! 
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Global Vision
Global Debating
The Hague International Model United Nations 
conference was an all-around amazing experience.
Each of the 12 students from Dwight represented 
our delegation in different committees, made up of 
students from schools all around the world. One 
of our students, Teodore in D2 (Year 13), even 
had the honour of chairing one of the committees. 
Through engaging in these debates, not only did we 
demonstrate the hard work and preparation we put in 
to representing Kyrgyzstan, we also gained valuable 
insight into different cultural, social and political 
perspectives that you can only get through spending 
a week in fruitful debate with over 2000 like-minded 
young students, from over 85 different countries. - 
Written by Mira, D1 (Year 12).
Language and Literature Week
With 56 nationalities represented across the Whole School, we celebrated a week honouring our 
diversity and culture through our Language and Literature week. 
In the Lower School, there were some WOW highlights! They had a visit from the brilliant poet 
Paul Delaney where he shared how to become an author and then a younger author visited! Mrs. 
Gupta’s son wrote his first book at only three years old and shared with our students why he loved 
writing and reading so much! 
In celebration of World Book Day, there was a dress up in the Lower School with the theme of 
Fantasy. Staff and students across the Upper School also dressed up as their favourite characters. 
This was a wonderful week filled with many different activities where we shared the joys of all the 
different languages spoken across the school and a shared love of literature!

Dwight Global Music Concert
The Music of Spring Dwight International Music 
Festival 2019 was this year hosted by Shanghai Qibao 
Dwight High School with the final performance taking 
place at Cadillac Shanghai Concert Hall on Saturday, 
23rd February. More than 130 students from Dwight’s 
five global campuses and one online school gathered 
in Shanghai for the first time to spend a week with 
Qibao. This resulted in a final showcase with each 
school performing in a unified concert. 
With over 1000 guests attending, including parents, 
friends and staff from each school, this was an event 
that is  highly anticipated each and every year. 
Well done to all our performers!
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Dwight Global Music Concert

Scan me to 
read more!
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Community

Lunch with your Child!
Having an understanding of a healthy and balanced diet 
is something we find very important throughout the whole 
school, therefore during the first half-term of the new year, 
we invited parents to eat with their children at lunchtime. 
This allowed our parents to give feedback about the food 
that is served to our students.
The parents saw that we try to make lunchtimes a social 
event with staff and students eating together, whether this 
is school lunches or lunches from home.
We want our Lower School students to become more independent by giving them opportunities 
to choose their foods, select their utensils and tidy away after they have eaten. The event was so 
successful, we repeated for Upper School parents. They could see that our older students have a 
choice of salads, hot meals or sandwiches. Thank you to all parents attended.

Coffee and the Community
On Wednesday, 9th January we held our Whole 
School Coffee Morning for our new and current 
families. This coffee morning we had a talk from 
Paola Longobardi from a non-profit organisation 
called Focus. Focus offer support and help to any 
expats living in the UK by giving access to resources, 
events and career seminars.
Our Coffee Mornings take place every term to allow 
you the opportunity to meet the school community. 
Our next one will be held on Wednesday, 24th April. 
We look forward to seeing you there!

Getting Out and About
This term has been a lot of fun for the Dwight Out and 
About Parents Club. January started with the Bard! - a 
tour of Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre and the Bankside 
area South of the Thames to learn about Shakespeare 
and how his plays were staged and performed. 
In February, the group tested their skills with a night out 
bowling at All Star Lanes in Holborn. The teams competed 
against each other in the small boutique retro-themed 
alley, and everyone came out a winner.  
March’s outing was touring Charles Dicken’s house and 
Museum. The group toured the home where Dickens 
lived in 1837. They saw his desk where he wrote Pickwick 
Papers, Oliver Twist and Nicholas Nickleby while living 
there. 
The Dwight Out and About Parents Club organises 
monthly outings in and around London and all parents of Dwight are welcome. Please contact 
Michele O’Neill – michele@seanoneill.com for more information.
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DPA Casino night
This year the DPA held their Casino Night where £400 was raised for their future events!
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Community

Workshops for our Community
Over the last term we have had parent and student 
workshops focussing on many issues students face, 
such as e-safety, healthy eating and alcohol just to 
name a few! These have all been well received and 
we are looking to put on more during the next term.
The E-Safety Parent Workshop was run by Ms. Veschi 
and enabled parents to understand the importance 
of keeping their child safe online. This was followed 
by an Upper School assembly for our students.
In March, parents from the Lower and Upper 
School attended a Speech and Language workshop 
presentation delivered by Ms. Rachel Diment, who 
is also our specialist speech and language therapist.  
Ms. Diment introduced the parents to speech 

and language development from early years to teens and shared some strategies to support 
communication skills. Mrs. Sen, our Head of Personalised Learning, also shared some exercises 
to support children’s listening skills, to complement the workshop’s theme of communication.
With the support of our Nutrition Committee, a group of parents, students and staff from across 
the whole school, ran Healthy Eating workshops for our Upper School students. Katie Schmuel, a 
Lower School parent, ran the workshops and explained the importance of different breads, fruits 
and smoothies and how this can improve health!
Our most recent workshop was run by The 
Alcohol Education Trust. They work with over 
2,100 schools and organisations across the 
UK to help keep young people safe around 
alcohol. During the talk, tips and advice on 
ways to help keep children safe were offered 
along with factual information about the law, 
unit guidelines and the effects of too much 
alcohol. Thank you to all of our volunteers who 
have helped run these workshops and assist 
in the planning.

The Best Yeargroup Bake Off!
In the Lower School, we hold Bake Sales twice a 
term with a different year group hosting each time. 
This term we had The Lodge classes represented 
and the parents made some delicious cakes!
Funds generated from the Bake Sales are to pay for 
the inflatables that we hire for the annual Summer 
Fair and we tend to raise up to £100! Thank you to all 
the parents for supplying such yummy goodies!
Look out for our Year 3 and 4 Bake Sales next term! 
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International Evening 2019
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Raising Money for the Royal National 
Lifeboat Institution (RNLI)
This year has already been amazing for the RNLI 
fundraisers at Dwight! We have already raised nearly 
£500 via numerous events including H2Only (a 
challenge where you can drink only water for a whole 
month) and through our information stalls held at a 
number of events. H2Only is a yearly challenge we 
started last year with only our fundraisers participating 
which raised £120 so this year we decided to make it 
bigger! We opened it to the whole school and in total had 30 participants raising £443.
As my service action, I went with two other students (Clara and Yasmina) to Whitstable Lifeboat 
Station in Kent to help with their jobs. First we checked all of the drysuits and wetsuits for holes 
and tears; if a crew member went in the water with a defective drysuit it could be life-threatening 
as it would fill up with water. We were pleased with ourselves when we found a defective one! 
Next we watched a net recovery training with the lifeboat. This is a procedure used in rough 
weather where the lifeboat, instead of slowly reversing into the trailer, drives at max speed into a 
net on the trailer which stops it. We also tried on some helmets and wetsuits. We will continue to 
fundraise throughout the year so look out for us! Written by Sammy, M2 (Year 8).

Gender, Identity and Real Talk
A few weeks ago some members from the Dwight 
Upper School Committee (DUSC) had the eye-opening 
opportunity to attend a conference called Real Talk. 
This conference tackled the topic of identity, and how 
a person’s identity is developed. Students from all over 
London were able to discuss how they felt society shapes 
a person. Gender Identity was discussed a lot and how 
media, families and cultures push children into a certain 
direction about how they should act. Throughout the 
evening survey questions were presented that were 
then discussed. There were some opinionated questions 
such as, ‘Does your family help shape your identity?’, 
but also statistical questions where we had to guess the 
answer, for example, ‘How many percentage of students 
feel comfortable with who they are?’ A lot of interesting 
opinions were voiced and we learned so many new ways 
of thinking and facts that we were never aware of. People 
talked a lot about personal experience and how they felt 

the world viewed them because of how they identify themselves.
Throughout the whole evening the Real Talk Conference felt like a safe and encouraging place for 
people to share what they believe in and what they have been through, without being judged. At 
first we were shy and reluctant not to speak but throughout the conference we gained confidence 
and added to the discussion. We all came out of the talk awe-inspired as we felt talks like these 
are so important especially with teenagers who are in a constant battle of figuring themselves 
out, and we hope to be invited to future events. Written by Ariana, M4 (Year 10).

Community, Action and Service
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Skyping with India
M4 (Year 10) students had a skype talk about uniforms 
with Chennai International school, based in India. We 
find it really important for our students to engage in 
these discussions so that they are sharing their global 
awareness.
It was insightful on both sides as Dwight students felt 
that their uniform allowed them to express themselves, 
whereas the Indian students indicated that their 
uniform was a pledge to patriotism. It was lovely to see 
technology bringing students together from different 
sides of the world.

The Dwight Language Exchange
In a world in which students know that Mandarin Chinese 
is the language of the future and Chinese students are 
expected to speak English, a language exchange gives 
speakers of both languages the knowledge they seek. 
This is why the Language and Culture exchange project 
is being introduced to Dwight London.
In this project, students from Qibao Dwight High School 
(Shanghai) will be involved in video calls with students 
from Dwight London. In these video calls, students 
will converse in English and Mandarin. This language 
exchange will also promote cultural exchange in which 
students will share traditions and thoughts. This project 
has been brought to Dwight by the DUSC and will be 
launched soon! Written by Jan, M4 (Year 10).
Saving Mountain Gorillas
For my Primary Years Programme Exhibition, we had 
to take action so I decided to raise money towards 
adopting a gorilla because my line of inquiry is how the 
poaching of animals has an impact on their lives. I want 
to help prevent the extinction of Mountain Gorillas. I 
raised the money by running a dodgeball competition 
for Years 1-6. I had to raise either £36 or £50, I 
successfully made £50 towards it and then I was able 
to adopt a Mountain Gorilla! A few of my friends have 
also now adopted animals to help! Written by Ollie, Year 6

Helping the Homeless
As part of my Exhibition, I took action by volunteering to dress 
up like a box of Rice Krispies, a toothbrush and sugar! This 
was so I could raise awareness about a charity that supports 
the homeless as I am looking at how poverty affects people in 
different ways in developed and developing countries. I asked 
people to donate rice, sugar, toothbrushes and cereal which I 
passed onto the charity! Written by Ethan, Year 6

World Wildlife Fund, 2019
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Senba-zuru at the North London Hospice
As a part of my long term CAS project, I visited North London 
Hospice in February, to donate the Senba-zuru, a form of origami 
that took me 4 months to make. The Senba-zuru means a 
thousand cranes in Japanese. Cranes are considered as a lucky 
charm and therefore this is traditionally donated to open up the 
opportunity for a special wish. This time I created it with a wish 
for patients to have a peaceful life. One of the patients loved it so 
much, she wanted to have her own! 
Through this experience, I was able to improve my own planning 
and communication skills. CAS provided a fantastic opportunity, 
which allowed me to get out of my comfort zone. Lastly, I would 
like to thank Ms. Delgado and Ms. Rajput for all their support. 
Written by Megumi, D2

In the Community
This term D1 (Year 12)  students have stepped up their 
volunteering in the local community. Every Thursday, during 
their CAS sessions, they attend differing care homes, where 
residents may have issues related to dementia, mental 
illnesses or Parkinson’s disease. It has been both inspirational 
and humbling to see our students take their time and effort 
in building positive relationships with residents in these care 
homes.

As a part of our CAS activities, a group of students from 
various year groups have been volunteering after school, 
on a weekly basis, at a nursing home where they care for 
elderly people suffering from Alzheimer’s and dementia. At 
the care home, we do a variety of activities with the residents 

such as singing songs with them, drawing with them, and asking them questions. By keeping 
them company, we hope to make them more comfortable in the nursing home. This has been 
an activity I have really enjoyed taking part in and helping to organise, as it has allowed us to 
build and strengthen the relationships with the people we are visiting. Working with people of 
a different age group to myself has given me new insights. It is also rewarding to know that by 
visiting them, we are making a difference to their day. Written by Mira, D1 (Year 12)

Teacher in the Spotlight
All of the Upper School staff and students wish Ms. Sincheva the best 
of luck for her upcoming challenge of running the London Marathon. 
Ms Sincheva is running for Child Hope First, which is a charity that 
supports children who have/are experiencing trauma. Please scan the 
QR code if you wish to sponsor.
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Fact-Finding in the Forest
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Beyond the Classroom
Our Future Prime Ministers
As part of the Year 6 Unit of Inquiry ‘How we Organise 
Ourselves’, students travelled beyond the classroom to 
learn how the Government runs the country by visiting 
the Houses of Parliament. The students were shown 
around many of the conference rooms, and saw how 
history was being made in front of them. They also 
visited the House of Lords where they saw the ritual 
of the Lord Speaker’s Procession. Before each day’s 
sitting the Lord Speaker walks in procession from the 
official residence in the Palace to the Lords’ Chamber. 

The procession consists of a Doorkeeper, the Deputy Sergeant-at-Arms or Principal Doorkeeper 
bearing the Mace, and the Lord Speaker. 
After the tour, the students had a workshop entitled The People’s Government.  The students 
were immersed in a 360-degree photo/video of the House of Commons as well as a video about 
suffragettes. The workshop leader then encouraged our students to decide how they felt about 
certain issues and explain their reasoning. She was very impressed with our students and said 
that they were ‘on par with A Level students!’ Well done to our Year 6 students for asking so 
many questions and inquiring further into how the government works.

Understanding Post in The Lodge
The Early Years children visited The Postal Museum as 
part of their Unit of Inquiry about ‘People Who Help Us’. 
Upon arrival, they toured the exhibition where they could 
see how the postal system has changed over the years 
and took part in a treasure hunt, looking for different 
types of stamps and post boxes. They wrote messages 
and sent them to each other via the pneumatic tubes. 
Later in the morning, they had a Jolly Postman workshop 
where they designed their own stamps and acted out a 
story with costumes. The highlight of the trip was going 
on the mail train, through the small tunnels. It was a 
fantastic trip!

Film Skool Premiere
On Saturday, 12th January our Film Skool students had 
the long-awaited premiere of their films at the Curzon 
Cinema in Mayfair, London. 
The first film was called The Hand and was an intriguing, 
brilliant psychological thriller with Tess, Rosie, Mya, 
Alexander, Csenge, Ariana and Jacob. The Real Teens 
of London was a comic docudrama which was very well 
received by the audience. It was directed by Rojina and 
Dayna and acted by Santi, Chaim, Kamran, Finlay, Nikhil, 
Iyare and Marnix. The final film that was entered was called Karma and was a delightful light-
hearted film starring Yasmina, Iria, Rony, Henar and Isabella and was directed and edited by 
Sammy and Nikola. We were very proud and thrilled at the reception the Dwight Films received. 
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Risk-taking Residentials
Last term you heard about the residentials from the Upper School, but this term it 
was the Lower School who took on many challenges! Year 3 had their sleepover in 
the Lower School. Year 4 visited Moat Mount and Year 5 stayed at Flatford Mill. Every 
student showed attributes from the IB Learner Profile and had a wonderful time! 
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House Swim Gala
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Science Week
Dwight Science Week ran from 11th to 18th March. 
During the week, M1-M5 (Year 7 to 11) used all of their 
science lessons to prepare for a competition. Students 
were offered a choice of four activities. The Biology 
competition was focused around using microscopes 
to create amazing images. The Chemistry competition 
asked students to create the best bath bombs they could 
make. The Physics competition challenged students to 
move a piece of wood along a string and the final contest 
was a ‘What If’ poster where students had to imagine a 
scenario and then describe the science behind it. Well 
done to everyone involved!

Peaceful Protesters
As part of their IBPYP Exhibition we had a number 
of students look at global warming and the impact 
this is having on the wider world! Alfie, Nixie, Claire 
and Nolen all took time out of school to protest 
in London’s Parliament Square demonstrating 
against climate change. They joined other schools, 
families and friends from all over the UK, showing 
the government that change must come. As part of 
their final exhibition, they made every visitor wear 
a mask when entering the ‘future’ to highlight that 
this is what is going to happen should the world 
carry on as how it is. The world is going to be in 
safe hands!

Alumni Meet and Greet
This term our students in the Upper School had the pleasure 
of meeting former students! We had visits from Nikesh and 
Anik. Nikesh visited an M1 (Year 7) Maths class and told them 
about the importance of mathematics in his current role and 
how the teaching at Dwight enabled him to think beyond the 
classroom and outside of the box. He explained that everyone 
uses the same numbers, everyone uses the same equations 
but not everyone gets to meet people from all around the world 
and share the same passion for learning that has always been 
evident at this school!
Anik met with D1 (Year 12) Biology students to talk about his 
work as a Medical Manager looking at Cancer Immunotherapy. 
The D1 class asked a number of questions about the ethics of 
the work that they are doing, whether they think there will be 
a cure one day, and why Anik loves his job. The students also 
asked about what it is like to study Medicine at university and 
how the IB helped him with his further studies! 

Beyond the Classroom
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IB Diploma Art Exhibition
Our D2 (Year 13) art students Helena and Megumi, hosted their Art Exhibition to show 
off the fantastic work they had completed as part of their IB Diploma. Helena’s work 
focussed on natures impact on our environment and Megumi looked at the natural 
environment and its human interaction. Both of their work was powerful and highlighted 
the importance of looking after our world!
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Sports News
Lower School Footballers
Sport teaches our students how to be risk-takers and communicators and this is incorporated 
into their learning even from the IB PYP curriculum. Therefore, when our Year 5 and Year 6 boys 
football team had the opportunity to participate in the Independent Schools Association (ISA) 
competition, they proved that they work well as a team. With schools from all across the UK, the 
team were put in a group of 8 other schools to play their matches. Even though it was a chilly 
and tiring day, the results proved that our Dwight Lions never gave up! They won three of the 
seven matches and drew another three! Well done to all of our fantastic students who took on 
this challenge and represented our school so well!

Lower School Netballers
Netball is an important sport for developing motor skills, teamwork and communication for 
students. Therefore, we were lucky for our Lower School Girls Netball Team to compete in the 
ISA competition. Even though we did not win every match, the girls showed true dedication to 
the sport and supported each other through every match. Well done to our Lower School Netball 
team!
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Meet William Bowry
Which campus do you work at? I work in both Spahn and 
Jubilee at the Upper School; very beneficial for my daily 
step count. 
What subjects do you teach and to what year? I teach 
English at both MYP and DP, with a smattering of MYP 
Drama. 
How many years have you worked at Dwight School 
London? I have only worked at Dwight for just over six 
months, starting in September 2018. 
What is your favourite thing about working at Dwight? The collection of ideas 
that can be questioned in a lesson, as we have such an international community. 
What is the best thing about living in London? The wealth of culture, notably 
the wonderful theatres on my doorstep. 
If you were not a teacher, what would your dream job be? As a wee nipper, 
my dream was to be an international cricketer, but I like to think the job of an 
international teacher isn’t that dissimilar, just swapping literature books for cricket 
bats. 
Do you have any hobbies? My main hobby is Lindy Hop, an American 1930s 
dance, that is a fusion of jazz, tap and Charleston. I started this form of dancing 
when I was teaching at an international school in Boston, America and have been 
taking part in competitions and worldwide events, ever since! 

Teacher in Focus

Meet Gabriela Voica
Which campus do you work at? I work at the Lower School.
What subjects do you teach and to what year? I teach in 
the Early Years department. The students in my classroom 
range from 3.5-5.5 years old and their needs as learners are 
quite vast.
How many years have you worked at Dwight School 
London? I have been working at Dwight School London 
since April 2012.
What is your favourite thing about working at Dwight? 

My favourite part is seeing the progress of the children and the end result. I love 
my job as an educator. I get the most satisfaction when my students overcome 
learning challenges and eventually make progress. It’s also all the staff,  the children 
and the parents for me.
What is the best thing about living in London? Architecture from the Roman, 
Tudor, Stuart, Victorian periods and more can be seen around the city. 
If you were not a teacher, what would your dream job be? Flight attendant!
Do you have any hobbies? Gardening, cooking and playing volleyball. 
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Meet Mika Ishikawa
Which campus do you work at? I work at the Upper 
School across both campuses.
What subjects do you teach and to what year? Japanese 
A for D1, M3 and M4.
How many years have you worked at Dwight School 
London? I have been working at Dwight School London 
for ten years!
What is your favourite thing about working at Dwight? 
There is a warm and homely atmosphere in the school and 
close friendships can be formed between teachers and students.
What is the best thing about living in London? I feel London is more liberal while 
Japanese society is fussy about many things
If you were not a teacher, what would your dream job be? I would be a vet!
Do you have any hobbies? Reading and cooking. I like trying many types of 
cuisine and I would like to learn Indian cuisine next.

Meet Claire Pitts
Which campus do you work at? I work at the Lower 
School.
What subjects do you teach and to what year? I teach 
Year 6 PYP.
How many years have you worked at Dwight School 
London? I have been here for 6 years.
What is your favourite thing about working at Dwight? 
I love the fact we are a community school who know each 
other really well. I love inquiry based teaching and our 
students benefit so much from the approach.

What is the best thing about living in London? The art exhibitions, parks, 
concerts, festivals and many different restaurants to try.
If you were not a teacher, what would your dream job be? I used to want to be 
a barrister, but now I’d like to be a counsellor.
Do you have any hobbies? I love to travel and in particular I scuber dive with over 
70 logged dives!

Teacher in Focus
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Life after Dwight
An Interview with 
Alysia Georgiades

Class of 2017
What did you do right after you graduated?
I relaxed! I enjoyed the time before my results came 
out, and then focussed on finding a university through 
clearing.

Which university and degree did you choose, 
and why?
I chose to study Journalism at the University of 
Westminster. I originally applied for Linguistics at 
King’s College London, but fell two points short and 
couldn’t find another Linguistics course that I liked in 
clearing.
I chose the journalism course at Westminster because 
it could be shaped to what kind of journalist I want 
to be. I am now in my second year and have enjoyed 
it so much. I have gained new skills, discovered new 
interests, and made some really great friends too!
How did the IB help your experience at university?
It has made me more well-rounded and open-minded, both of which have helped me with 
essays and projects, seeing the bigger picture and the other side of the story. ToK has especially 
been useful when writing essays, as well as the importance of referencing. It has also taught me 
how to cope under pressure, and produce good quality work under tight deadlines.

Which unique interests do you enjoy in your spare time?
I have danced since I was two years old, and have always loved it. Ballet and contemporary are 
my favourite styles, but I have also done jazz and street over the years too. I also enjoy baking 
all sorts of different cakes and desserts - just don’t ask me to make biscuits because they are 
always a disaster!

How do you hope your classmates remember you? 
They would always come to me for help because I didn’t mind explaining things and was patient, 
so I think that’s how they’d remember me. I would also try and look at the bright side whenever 
something was difficult or stressful, so I was always the optimistic one!
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An interview with Martina Castelli
Class of 2016
What did you do right after you graduated?
I went on a wonderful trip to Greece, enjoyed my 
summer and then dived straight into my University 
experience at Exeter University.

Which university and degree did you choose, 
and why?
I am currently a BA Modern Languages French and 
Spanish student at the University of Exeter. I am on 
my year abroad in Spain right now, working as an 
English teacher.

How did the IB help your experience at 
university?
The expectation of the IB, workload wise, are very 
similar to university expectations. The IB made my 
transition more smooth.

If you are currently working, what does your job entail?
I’m an English teacher and work with kids from 6 to 17 years of age. It’s a challenging environment 
that’s allowing me to grow as an individual and improve many skills I cannot learn in a classroom 
as a student, but only as the leader of the class.

Which unique interests do you enjoy in your spare time?
I still enjoy creative activities like singing and dancing, just like I did at Dwight. But my main 
hobby is definitely travelling.

How do you hope your classmates remember you?
I hope they remember me as the girl that always smiles, even on a rainy Monday.

Life after Dwight
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